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Except in extended 

Extenuated crimes 

Like for example, a  

Collectible [able?] 

; the item (modern use) might 

Have gone further back. 

    The cellphone 

Then as on this basic 

Synopsis: can be percent 

Evaluated on protected 

Wealth, belonging. 

     This of course 

is now criminology and 

finance; if even briefly.  

   The modern 

Cell-phone circa 

Now [2017]: can 

Be stolen [and 
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It aids to consider what 

Forms of items can 

Not be stolen; i.e. 

What cannot be 

Stolen; if such a 

Is]; can be 

Provided for free 

With usually only 

Slight or bare limitations 

As I think compared to 

A not-free phone.  

   Matches in variable 

Model [most seasons] 

Other non-free phones, 

And is reasonably 

Replace-able. 

     Granted? The 

Victim wasn’t likely 

On a free-phone judging from 

The description of 

Her robbing circum-stance. But what 

If? She staged 

Just in hypotheticals 

The robbery,  

To have access 
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To services 

Such as free-phones 

Which I think have 

Regular income restrictions; due to her gaining something like a referenced police report.  

    The crime though  

Notated as happening  

Locally; avoiding the 

Cognition that free  

Phones are available 

Nationwide; almost 

Jurisdicts itself to 

Being an outta  

Nation crime. Likely 

And obviously, connected 

To a part of the outer 

World with reference 

To the perpetrated within 

Nation; that perhaps either 

Doesn’t have 

Widespread access 

To free phone distribution; 

And-or doesn’t support-action in such idealism.  

  The next ideal segue; 

Is the constriction synopsis 

Of the crime circumstance.  
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From source article: 

“She said she had been sitting in her parked car with the engine running while looking at her cellphone.”  

   I bet there’s not only one notice of 

The facto that not 

Several but many, many 

People in the area have  

Been just as described  

In this crime circumstance 

Parked in running cars,  

                         On busses.  

And-or refusing to 

Move in barricading  

Sections of the street 

“while looking at”  

Their “cellphone” s.  

    Normally, folks do 

Need to look at their  

Cellphones from time-to-time, ah regularly, 

Too. But “parked”  

Either in body or of 

Autobody to “look at her cellphone” 

Believe it or not;  

Is suspicious behavior.  

   Especially when it’s  

Not an urgent look break; 
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Or some time to catch 

Up in an interaction; but 

Just what’s turned into is 

It? habit of peeking at 

Phone while leaving your 

“car … running” 

    Seems perturbing  

Longstanding, even mechanically; 

Unless you’re on a long-trip 

Without the covers inside vehicle 

And need rest only affordable 

Inside it; then perhaps “the engine running”  

Might provide additional  

Temperature assistance, 

As needed. But as a 

“cellphone” on-going habitual 

experience; it seems 

almost criminal 

    Thus bud, one 

can’t help but wonder if 

It wasn’t her first still 

Perpetuating non-reform 

Crime; and the story is 

Not so clear about whether 

[oh weather!] she were harmed 
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with the weapon. And that only  

The perpetrator could not be 

Identified by her; and also 

That this were the only incident 

Of its kind in P.A.  

    On a personal note; 

One of the areas bus drivers 

Was describing how dangerous 

He believed P.A. and the 

SF Bay Area to be; and 

Even with the more violent 

Conundrums; I’d learned 

On a research related 

Type position of the 

Crime-like nature or something 

This had in the recent past 

Become the most safe area, 

Like ever. I believe here 

Era also; I mean area also covers progress, functioning resources, the etc.  

    In three more 

Investigative briefings; 

Might you be surprised 

If she the suggested 

Victim were charged 

With …  
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? 

[a certain format, crime] 

tag: I, cr, me 

As in I am all 

Seas, even sees; 

And now I know me.  

 

111717 

   In the scenario, that 

As described; the next day 

And article no longer nearby, 

Typing up and posting the first 

Set of this review; got me to 

Thinking about the scenario 

Of diamond bracelet;  

   Let’s say you are 

Not the good kind o[f] criminal; 

You are the wrong type of 

Criminal; criminal, non-reforming 

Y; the type of criminal that 

Never plans to reform. 

    Criminal, non-reforming y; 

Sees a “car” “running” as 

Described in the quoted source. 

And a person using a “cellphone” 
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    The first rough cue in this circumstance 

“car” “running”  

Implies to the 

Non-reformed criminal 

Y: moving, the 

Car can be driven 

To somewhere … > anywhere? 

  [consider finding out 

If a locatable; 

Wear] 

[uh, where] 

<is> 

Non re. y might be planning 

               To head to how 

Many different: x, s 

[x1, x2, x3, …] 

[it just might be easier 

To see in the  

Basic variable,  

Methodology] 

The “cellphone” use may 

Not even have perceivable 

Effect on y’s attempt at in 

This case, circumstance lineage.    

      In any case, without 
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Y even; the “running” vehicle is 

Going to move again.  

   If you wanted; this is 

Now another you; or a  

Different identity you, also 

Responding to the term, word: you. 

    You, not, you n.r.y.; 

So you, another; have 

Already gone through the actions 

Of “running” your vehicle “while” 

Viewably? Using your “cellphone” in vehicle as described 

    It’s in the action 

Connecting to its next location 

Move; n.r.y. wants to use  

This to n.r.y.’s non-reforming 

Criminal advantage.  

   Upon noticing danger 

Connected to this; you might 

Or you-another might be 

Considering turning off the 

“engine” now the action of 

Moving the vehicle’s trajection 

In steps to its next location 

Is halted if even temporarily. 

  What n.r. y might do 
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Is complete n.r. y’s sequence of projected n.r. crime steps now, hoping  

Perhaps to grab, the 

Key? From you-another. [maybe sooner than initial]. 

  We’ve now partially moved  

Away from the report of the crime 

  In the news; to a few of 

What ifs. The Basic: 

 

      In basics: the capacity 

Of a moving vehicle, demonstrated 

To a non-reforming  

Criminal: might [again?] 

Imply access to vehicle under 

especially such demonstrated 

access.  

             Now, a fiction like exorcism on; as a sort of connected fiction like, fiction aside:  
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     Consider this; the vehicle is a metaphysical imaginary being; at every incident of turn “running”  

It expects to move to 

Its next locative destination: 

Unless you are a mechanic 

And can let it know when 

The outset of turn on will 

Not reflectively term soon 

Enough result in transportation 

To the next geographical  

Location; the vehicle will  

Continue to expect to move 

Perhaps sensing in stimuli  

From key turning the need 

To move; this I then believe -> 

     Hello, Welcome to 

The machine Sage Servicer  

   Is one of the at least 

Recent past definitions of 

Stress; is it for biological 

beings. Perhaps in the 

wild of transportation 

imagination, and applied 

real meaning imagination; 

the vehicle albeit your 

Machine Sage Servicer would 
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Rather such not experience 

Biological-like stress; that 

It enters into cue for potential  

Robbery. This begs us that 

Don’t know to question: 

How do enter almost 

Like new cues. 

 

 

 


